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0 of 0 review helpful Could have been better By Jasmine_Reviewing There have been plenty of positive reviews for 
this book that bring out its good points just wanted to mention cons While the story was enjoyable much of it is highly 
improbable and the suspense element is flat The majority of the fight scenes in the book should have been impossible 
for the characters to escape For example in one scene the h When insurgents attack the king s motorcade scattering the 
royal family bodyguard Levi Granaldo has one goal mdash to protect the princess Even though he knows Princess 
Isabelle distrusts him On the run together they flee to New York to the shelter of a sanctuary established by Levi s 
father But their safety can t last After a surprise attack divides the pair Isabelle is forced to face some hard truths The 
danger she s in is getting deadlier by the day hellip a About the Author Rachelle McCalla plays with words like some 
kids play with fire When she s not writing she can be found digging deep research holes setting up ideas like lightning 
rods to catch the next big bolt to shoot from the sky Please use cauti 
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